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The present study evaluates the effectiveness of active sound transmission control inside an
enclosure using a purely acoustic source under the potential energy, squared pressure, and energy
density control algorithms. Full coupling between a flexible boundary wall and the interior acoustic
cavity is considered. Formulas based on the impedance-mobility approach are developed for the
active control of sound transmission with the energy density control algorithm. The resultant total
acoustic potential energy attenuation and sound fields under the three control algorithms are
compared. Global amplification of the sound level with localized quiet zones under the squared
pressure control is observed. This adverse effect can be removed by using the energy density
control. It is also shown that the energy density control provides a more uniform control of sound
field. Better performance of global and local control of sound field using the squared pressure and
energy density controls can be achieved by locating the error sensors at the peak quiet zones and the
areas of peak energy density attenuation, respectively, obtained under potential energy control.
© 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1387095#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Ki, 43.55.Rg@MRS#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound transmission through building fabrics has lo
been a problem in building noise control. This transmiss
of noise is mainly due to the interaction between sound fie
and the flexible structure boundaries that make up the fab
or simply a composite wall. However, such flexible stru
tures can hardly be eliminated in reality. For example,
residential buildings, a certain level of window area is ne
essary for humans both from the physiological and psyc
logical points of view,1 as well as for providing natural light
ing. Inside industrial buildings, windows provid
transparency for monitoring purposes. Traditional pass
control methods using a double-glazing setup or thicker g
are not usually cost effective, especially for low frequen
applications.

Fuller and Jones2 proposed the active structural acous
control method~ASAC! to tackle sound transmission into th
fuselage, and showed that it is highly effective to low fr
quency noise. Panet al.3–5 extended the analysis of ASAC t
the rectangular panel-cavity system using total acoustic
tential energy as the performance function. They discove
two modes of ASAC, namely the panel-controlled a
cavity-controlled modes. The application of these cont
modes depends on the relative dominance of the panel s
tural and cavity modes. Since then, there have been rigo
studies into the use of a point force in ASAC~for instance,
Qiu et al.6!. Recently, Cazzolato and Hansen7 proposed an
error sensing criterion with surface mounted structural vib
tion sensors for ASAC. It appears that most of the previo
studies were focused on using forces applied to the struc

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
besktang@polyu.edu.hk
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to control the panel-controlled modes. However, most of
tuators and sensors for vibration control tend to obstruct
line of sight through windows. This is not desirable for eith
residential buildings or building services plantrooms. Als
ASAC is effective for suppressing panel modes only, a
simply helps to reconstruct the panel velocity distribution
the case of cavity-controlled modes.3 Some disadvantages o
ASAC are discussed by Quiet al.,6 such as the fact that th
system requires higher accuracy to produce stable effec
global sound attenuation and is not effective if the acou
energy is transmitted from one structural mode to only o
acoustic mode.

In the authors’ opinion, the use of acoustic contr
sources in the active control of sound transmission is wo
exploring in order to limit the numbers of vibration actuato
and sensors required on critical structures. Snyder
Hansen8,9 have considered the use of a hybrid control syst
with both acoustic and vibration control sources. Kim a
Brennan10 have tested the performance of such a concept
long enclosure with the impedance and mobility approa
The acoustic control source has been shown to be very
fective in controlling cavity-controlled modes inside an e
closed space.9,10Therefore, the effectiveness of acoustic co
trol sources in the active control of sound transmiss
should not be overlooked.

For the error sensing criteria, the minimization of tot
acoustic potential energy~potential energy control! is diffi-
cult to implement in practice due to the lack of modal se
sors. While the traditional error criterion of minimizing th
sum of squared sound pressures at discrete locations~squared
pressure control! can only provide local control of soun
within confined zones of quiet11 due to the limitation of the
local information fed to the controller, Josephet al.11 found
that the increase in the sound pressure level far from the
il:
92525/14/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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dB quiet zone is negligible if the point of cancellation is ve
close to the secondary source. However, this may not be
case for a nondiffused sound field.14 In order to cope with a
more global control of the enclosed sound field, Sommerfe
and Nashif12 and Park and Sommerfeldt13 suggested the
minimization of the sum of energy densities at discrete lo
tions ~energy density control! as the error criterion. Lau an
Tang14 investigated the performance of various error crite
in the active control of indoor noise using acoustic second
sources. Their results show that better sound fields and z
of quiet inside the enclosure could be achieved with ene
density sensing. Sampath and Balachandran15 also examined
the effectiveness of various error functions for ASAC, wh
Cazzolato16 and Kim17 analyzed the resultant total acous
potential energy of active sound transmission control us
vibration and/or acoustic control sources under energy d
sity and squared pressure controls, respectively.

Though the control of sound transmission into a rect
gular enclosure is not a new topic, many previous works~for
instance, Panet al.,3 Park and Sommerfeldt,13 Cazzolato16

and Kim17! evaluate the effectiveness of global noise cont
by using a single parameter of total acoustic potential ene
However, it is possible that the active control may produ
an overall reduction of the total potential energy with loc
ized areas of sound amplification. Direct comparison
tween the performance of different error sensing sche
and forcing methods in three-dimensional enclosed space
existing literature is therefore, in the opinion of the autho
incomplete. Also, the performance of error sensing in h
energy density attenuation regions obtained under the po
tial energy control scheme is unknown.

The present study analyzes the sound field and the
fectiveness of active sound transmission control with
purely internal acoustic control source under various e
sensing schemes. Full couplings between the panel vibra
and the room acoustic modes are considered. The exist
of amplification and quiet zones and their distributions ins
the enclosure are also discussed. Poor performance of a
control is expected when the error sensor is located at
nodal plane of the sound field and energy density field for
squared pressure and the energy density con
respectively.18 The performance of active sound transmiss
control with various error sensor locations not on the no
planes is analyzed. It is hoped that a more complete pic
of the use of active control in building acoustics can be
vealed.

II. OPTIMIZED ACOUSTIC AND VIBRATION CONTROL
SOURCE STRENGTHS

A. Potential energy control

Total acoustic potential energy in an enclosed spac
widely used as the parameter in assessing the global co
effectiveness of an error sensing scheme.5,13This total acous-
tic potential energy inside an enclosed space of volumV
can be written as

PE5
1

4rac2 E
V
upu2 dV, ~1!
926 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S
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wherera and c are the air density and the speed of soun
andp denotes the complex sound pressure at a point in
the enclosed space. Considering an arbitrary shaped en
sure with a flexible boundary as shown in Fig. 1,x and y
represent position vectors in the acoustic field inside the
closure and on the flexible structure, respectively. The
mary enclosed sound field~noise field! is due to the externa
modal force matrx,gp , on the flexible boundary. A matrixtc
5 @fc

Tqc
T] T can be established, wherefc andqc are the column

vectors comprised of the strengths of the vibration con
forces @ f c,1 f c,2 ¯#T and acoustic control source
@qc,1 qc,2 ¯#T at discrete locations on the flexible bounda
and inside the enclosure, respectively. SuperscriptT denotes
the matrix transpose. The optimized secondary sou
strengths of the potential energy control for sound transm
sion are given by Kim17 as

tc,PE52$RHZa
HAHAZaR%21RHZa

HAHAZaCYsgp, ~2!

where

R5@CYsDf Dq# ~3!

and

A5~ I1ZaYcs!
21. ~4!

SuperscriptH denotes the Hermitian transpose.Za and Ys
are the uncoupled acoustic modal impedance matrix withN
number of acoustic modes and the uncoupled struct
modal mobility matrix withM number of structural modes
respectively.C is a N3M matrix of the structural-acoustic
mode shape coupling coefficient with the elementsCn,m as

Cn,m5E
Sf

cn~x!fm~y!dS,

where Sf denotes the area of the flexible boundary, a
cn(x) and fm(y) represent thenth and themth eigenfunc-
tions of the acoustic and the structural mode distributio
respectively.Ycs denotes the coupled structural modal mob
ity matrix (CYsC

T) and I unit matrix.Dq is a N3Q matrix
denoting the couplings betweenN number of acoustic mode
andQ number of acoustic control source locations.Df is an
M3F matrix describing the couplings betweenM number of
structural modes andF number of force control actuator lo
cations. The~n,q! and ~m,f! elements ofDq and Df are
given by

FIG. 1. Structural-acoustic coupled system.
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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Dq~n,q!5E
V
cn~x!xa~xq!dV

and

D f~m, f !5E
Sf

fm~y!x f~yf !dS,

respectively, wherexa(xq) and x f(yf) are the acoustic and
vibration source strength distribution functions atxq andyf ,
respectively, and are normalized in the rest of this paper
their correspondingqc,d and f c, f , respectively. A detailed
derivation of Eq.~2! can be found in Kim.17

B. Squared pressure control

A control scheme that minimizes the sum of the me
sured squared sound pressures at discrete locations i
most practical and marketable of all those considered in
present study. In this section, the solution of optimal con
source strengths for such a control algorithm will be obtain
using the impedance and mobility approach.17 Complex
sound pressures atd number of measuring points inside a
enclosure can be expressed as

p5CHa, ~5!

where p is a column vector of
@p(x1 ,v)p(x2 ,v)p(x3 ,v)¯p(xd ,v)#T, and C and a are
theN3d acoustic mode shape matrix and theN31 complex
amplitude matrix, respectively. Also, it can be shown tha

C5F c1~x! c1~x2! ¯ c1~xd!

c2~x1! �

] �

cN~x1! cN~xd!

G ~6!

and

a5AZa~Rtc1CYsgp!. ~7!

The sum of the squared sound pressures for the meas
points is given as

pHp5aHCCHa. ~8!

A Hermitian quadratic equation is obtained by substitut
Eqs. ~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~8!, and the optimal secondar
source strength matrix that minimizesE number of sound
pressure signals can be written as

tc,SP52$RHZa
HAHCeCe

HAZaR%21

3RHZa
HAHCeCe

HAZaCYsgp, ~9!

whereCe is the acoustic mode shape matrix at the locatio
of the E number of sound pressure sensors that provide
error signals. Compared with Eq.~2! for the case of the po
tential energy control, Eq.~9! includes an extra term of erro
sensing mode shape matrixCe.

C. Energy density control

As discussed by Lau and Tang,14 the energy density con
trol is a promising algorithm for both global and local noi
control inside an enclosed space. The energy density, ED
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a measuring point inside an enclosure is the sum of
acoustic potential and the kinetic energy densities:

ED5
upu2

2rac2 1
rauuu2

2
, ~10!

whereu is the particle velocity at the measuring point. E
provides more global information to the controller, as su
gested by Eq.~10!. It consists of the local sound pressure a
particle velocity, and is less likely to vanish than the sou
pressure. Though nodes in the three-dimensional energy
sity field exist, the nodal volumes for the total energy dens
field are much small than those of the squared press
field.18 Using Eq. ~5!, Eq. ~10!, and Euler’s equation“p
'2 jkracu, the sum of the energy density at discrete poi
can be expressed in a matrix form as

EDsum5
1

2rac2 H pHp1
1

k2 ¹pH
•¹pJ , ~11!

wherek is the wave number. The sensing of energy dens
signals can be practically achieved by careful arrangemen
microphones to measure the acoustic pressures and the
orthogonal components of pressure gradients shown in
~11!. The number of pressure microphones required to m
sure a local energy density can be reduced to four in
tetrahedral configuration.16 Substituting Eqs.~5! and~7! into
Eq. ~11!, one can find that EDsum for E number of local
energy density signals can be expressed as

EDsum5
1

2rac2 JED,

whereJED, the cost function of energy density control, is th
Hermitian quadratic expression

JED5tc
HF1tc1F2

Htc1tc
HF21F3

with

F15RHZa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAZaR,

F25RHZa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAZaCYsgp,

and

F35gp
HYs

HCHZa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAZaCYsgp.

The optimal secondary source strengths of energy den
control are derived herein by minimizing the resultant H
mitian quadratic expression forJED. One obtains

tc,ED52H RHZa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAZaRJ 21

•RHZa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAZaCYsgp.

~12!

Equation ~12! consists of an additional matrix of (CeCe
H

1¹Ce•¹Ce
H/k2), which consists of the normalized total en

ergy density fields at the locations of theE number of energy
927u and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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density sensors that provide the error signals, compared
Eq. ~2! for the potential energy control.

III. NUMERICAL MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL
CONVERGENCE

A numerical experiment was performed to evaluate
performance of various error sensing criteria for the act
control of sound transmission. Figure 2 illustrates the rect
gular enclosure and the coordinate system adopted in
present study. The dimensions of the enclosure areLx1

~length!, Lx2 ~width!, and Lx3 ~height! which were chosen
such thatLx1 :Lx2 :Lx351:e/p:1/p so as to avoid the degen
erate acoustic modes.19 The enclosure consists of five acou
tically rigid walls and a simple supported flexible panel
x250. The primary enclosed sound fields are due to
interaction between the interior acoustic space and the s
tural vibration on the flexible panel excited by an extern
plane waveSp of frequencyv. The propagation direction o
Sp is defined by the incidence angleu and azimutha as
shown in Fig. 2. The incidence angleu is defined as the angl
between the lines normal to the external plane wave and
flexible panel, while the azimutha is the angle between th
projected plane of the line normal to the external plane w
on the panel and thex1 axis. In the present investigation, th
secondary acoustic control source,Ss , is located at the cor-
ner (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3) in order to avoid the nodal lines of an
acoustic mode in the rectangular enclosure.14,20Two new di-
mensionless parameters,hc andw, are introduced herein as

hc5
Ka

Msvacvsc
, ~13!

and

w5
vac

vsc
5Arsh

D S 1

Ly1
2 1

1

Ly2
2 D 21 c

pLx,max
, ~14!

respectively, whereKa andMs are the acoustic bulk stiffnes
(rac2Sf

2/V) and mass of the structure (rshSf), respectively,
and vac and vsc are the first eigenfrequencies of acous
~cavity! and structural~panel! modes, respectively.D, rs ,
Sf , andh are the bending stiffness, density, surface area
thickness of the flexible panel, respectively.Lx,max is the
maximum perpendicular separation between two para
walls inside the rectangular enclosure, andLy13Ly2 are the
dimensions of the flexible panel. In the present numer
model,Lx,max5Ly15Lx1 andLy25Lx3 . Table I shows some

FIG. 2. Rectangular enclosed space and coordinate system.
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possible values ofhc andw. Then, Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~7! can
be rearranged as follows:

a5hcAẐa~R̂t̂c1ĈŶs ĝp!, ~15!

A5~ I1hcẐaŶcs!
21, ~16!

and

R̂5@ĈŶsDf Dq#, ~17!

respectively, where Ĉ5C/Sf , ĝp5gp /Sf , and Ŷcs

5ĈŶsĈ
T. All the above variables are dimensionless exc

ĝp and t̂c , whose units are Nm22. Ẑa andŶs are (N3N) and
(M3M ) diagonal matrices which equal$vacV/(rac2)%Za
and (vscrshSf)Ys, respectively. The~n,n! and~m,m! diago-
nal elements ofẐa and Ŷs consist, respectively, ofẐa,n and
Ŷs,m where

Ẑa,n5
j v̂

v̂n
22v̂212 j jnv̂nv̂

, ~18!

Ŷs,m5
j v̂w

v̂m
2 2v̂2w212 j zmv̂mv̂w

, ~19!

and v̂ is the normalized angular frequency~normalized by
vac!. v̂n and v̂m are the acoustic and structural mode fr
quencies normalized by their first eigenfrequencies, resp
tively ~vac andvsc , respectively!. jn andzm are the modal
damping coefficients of the acoustic and structural mod
respectively. The secondary source strength matrix can
rewritten as

t̂c5F f̂c

q̂c
G , ~20!

where f̂c5fc /Sf and q̂c5qc(vscrsh/Sf). Comparing the ex-
pression forq̂c andĝp , it can be noted that a weaker secon
ary acoustic control source is required to control a fixed
ternal primary sound source under highervsc and/or panel
surface density,rsh.

Equations~2!, ~9!, and ~12! for the optimal secondary
source strength matrices can now be rewritten using the n
dimensional parameters:

t̂c,PE52$R̂HẐa
HAHAẐaR̂%21R̂HẐa

HAHAẐaĈŶs ĝp, ~21!

t̂c,SP52$R̂HẐa
HAHCeCe

HAẐaR̂%À1

3R̂HẐa
HAHCeCe

HAẐaĈŶs ĝp, ~22!

TABLE I. Possible values ofhc andw.a

Flexible structure Lx1 ~m! hc w

6 mm glass~Ref. 21! 1 0.01 1.04
6 mm glass~Ref. 21! 5 0.26 5.21
12 mm glass~Ref. 21! 5 0.06 2.60
6 mm alumina (Al2O3) ~Ref. 21! 5 0.10 3.05
Kim and Brennan
~Refs. 10 and 22!

1.5 0.04 0.81

aAir density and speed of sound in air 20 °C are 1.21 kg/m3 and 340 m/s,
respectively.
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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t̂c,ED52H R̂HẐa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAẐaR̂J 21

3R̂HẐa
HAHFCeCe

H1
1

k2 ¹Ce•¹Ce
HGAẐaĈŶs ĝp.

~23!

In the foregoing discussions, suffices PE, SP, and ED de
quantities associated with the potential energy, squared p
sure, and energy density control algorithms, respectiv
@CeCe

H# and@CeCe
H1¹Ce•¹Ce

H/k2# in Eqs.~22! and~23!
govern the performance of the squared pressure and en
density controls. They depend directly on the error sen
locations. Parkinset al.18 have investigated these two term
using node structures. As mentioned previously, the ene
density control has the advantage of the lower probability
a randomly placed sensor being laid in a nodal volume
acoustic modes, and requiring much fewer sensors than
squared pressure control.

It can be seen from Eq.~15! that the effectiveness o
passive sound transmission control depends on the struct
acoustic coupling transfer function~described byA! and the
effectiveness of the vibration force to acoustic pressure tra
fer function at weak structural-acoustic coupling~represented
by hcẐaĈŶs!. The two parameters,hc andw, are critical for
passive sound transmission control. The speed of sound
the air density are practically constant. Thus, the traditio
measure for controlling sound transmission is to red
Ka /Ms in hc , so that both the magnitudes of the structur
acoustic coupling transfer function and the vibration force
acoustic pressure transfer function at weak structu
acoustic coupling are reduced. Also, some reduction
sound transmission can be achieved by reducing bothvac

andvsc @Eq. ~15!#. Modification of the passive sound tran
mission control is possible by adjustingw. However, the
eigenfrequency of the flexible panel should not be near to
eigenfrequencies of the enclosure and/or the forcing
quencyv.

Using Eqs.~5!, ~15!, ~21!, ~22!, and~23!, the attenuation
of sound pressure at a point inside the enclosure under
three sound transmission control algorithms can be expre
as

DSP5CH$hcAẐaR̂$R̂HẐa
HAHEAẐaR̂%21

3R̂HẐa
HAHEAẐaĈŶs ĝp%,

whereE is I , CeCe
H , and CeCe

H1k22¹Ce•¹Ce
H for the

potential energy, the squared pressure, and the energy de
controls, respectively. Besides the terms for passive con
it can be shown that the effectiveness of the active so
transmission control relies on the matrix

R̂$R̂HẐa
HAHEAẐaR̂%21R̂HẐa

HAHEAẐa, ~24!

which is governed by the source frequencyv, the degree of
structural-acoustic coupling, the modal characteristics of
enclosure and the flexible panel, and the error sensing
trix. Kim17 has investigated the performance of active sou
transmission control in a weakly coupled ductlike rectan
lar enclosure with potential energy control. For such a s
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S. K. La
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tem,A'I ashcẐaŶcs50. This is consistent with the discus
sions of Kim and Brennan,22 who stated the problem in a
different way. Expression~24! becomes independent ofhc

for weakly coupled systems. In this paper, fully structur
acoustic coupled systems are discussed with consideratio
hc andw under three control algorithms, namely the pote
tial energy, squared pressure, and energy density contro

Though an exact representation of the sound field
given by Eq.~5! with the summation of the contribution
from infinite numbers of acoustic and structural modes~N
→` andM→`, respectively!, truncating these summation
with a finite number of modes in the calculations is reas
ably accurate in the estimation of the sound field at l
modal densities in practice. Therefore, a convergence tes
to be done in the first place to determine the acceptable
ues forN andM. Equation~5! has an inherent convergenc
difficulty at locations close to a point acoustic source,23 but it
is not worth studying the sound pressure at these points.
acoustic modal impedance and the structural modal mob
in Eqs. ~18! and ~19! were obtained with both the acoust
and structural modal damping coefficients of 0.01 in t
present study. All the simulations were computed by us
MATLAB on a DEC workstation 600 a.u.

Figure 3~a! illustrates the convergence of the near fie
sound pressure calculated by Eq.~5! at the location
(0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3) inside the enclosure shown in Fig.
with hc50.0092,w59.2 and an acoustic corner source l
cated at (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3) operating at 5vac . Defining trunca-
tion error as the difference between calculated result and
obtained withN51173 andM5522, it is observed that ther
is a gradual reduction of such error forN.37. The maxi-
mum deviation from the result obtained withN51173 and
M5522 is less than 0.86 dB forN.600, regardless of the
number of structural modes involved. Faster converge
can be found at increased distance away from the co
sound source forN.37 in Fig. 3~b!.

Figure 4~a! shows the convergence of sound pressure
the center of the enclosure due to an excitation from a p
force acting at the center of the flexible panel. A sharp fall
truncation error is revealed forN.37 and M.110. The
maximum deviation from the result obtained withN51173
and M5522 is less than 0.97 dB forN.600 andM.110.
Similar and even better convergence can be found at o

FIG. 3. Convergence of modal summation with point acoustic source
(Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3) and forcing frequency 5vac , hc50.0092 andw59.2. ~a! At
location (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3) with N,1173 and M,522; ~b! effect
of location (M5522). — (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3); —d—
(0.8Lx1,0.8Lx2,0.8Lx3); —m— (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx2,0.5Lx3).
929u and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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points inside the enclosure, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. The same
phenomenon is observed when the excitation is due t
plane acoustic external source~not shown here!. The conver-
gence test has been extended to cover the range 0.
<hc<0.92 and 0.092<w<9.2. Similar or faster computa
tional convergence as in Figs. 3 and 4 can be observed~not
shown here!. Thus 1173 and 522 numbers of acoustic a
structural modes, respectively, were adopted in the pre
calculations with the consideration of computer power a
accuracy. Compared with the details of Kim and Brennan10

the present investigation has included far more acoustic
structural modes in the calculations. Also, faster converge
can be achieved forv,5vac .

IV. TOTAL ACOUSTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY

A. Effects of hc and w under potential energy control

The effectiveness of passive sound transmission con
depends mainly on the acoustic bulk stiffness and the m
of the structure,Ka /Ms ,22 which is related tohc . However,
for passive control of sound transmission, the principles
using lighter structures and smallerhc are contradictory. The
application of active sound transmission control will allo
the use of lighter structures and/or even further reduce so
pressures inside the enclosure. As mentioned previous
common metric for assessing the global control effectiven
inside an enclosure is the reduction of the total acoustic
tential energy, PE. For orthogonal modal characteristic fu
tions, the integration of potential energy@Eq. ~1!# gives

PE5
V

4rc2 aHa. ~25!

Figure 5 shows the potential energy at frequency 0.2vac ,
vac , 2.4vac , and 3vac under different combinations ofhc

andw, which are logarithmically distributed into 24326 di-
visions between 0.0092 and 0.92 and between 0.092 and
respectively. The external modal force matrix,ĝp, results
from an external plane wave of unity strength atu5p/6 and
a5p/4. There is, in general, a gradual decline of PE ashc

decreases for all frequencies. This is consistent with the
duction from the passive sound transmission control. P
PE occurs atv5vsc for a weakly coupled system. Ashc

increases, the peak PE occurs at lower frequency, espec

FIG. 4. Convergence of modal summation with point force actuator
(0.5Ly1,0.5Ly2) and forcing frequency 5vac , hc50.0092 andw59.2. ~a!
At center of enclosure (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx2,0.5Lx3); ~b! effect of location (N
51173). — (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx2,0.5Lx3); —d— (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3);
—m— (0.5Lx1,0,0.5Lx3).
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for a strongly coupled system~wherehc is large!. The shift
of the PE is due to the effect of the coupling matrixA in Eq.
~15!. Such peak PE can be attenuated effectively by ac
means under the potential energy control using an acou
control source at (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3) and a force control actuato
at the center of the flexible panel, as shown in Fig. 6. P
PE attenuations usually occur around thehc andw combina-
tions that produce high PE atv5vsc ~cf. Fig. 5!. Relatively
sharp reduction of the PE attenuation is observed at forc
frequencyv.vsc for a weakly coupled system~small hc!,
implying that this hybrid active sound transmission cont
of the global sound field is ineffective at frequencies high
thanvsc whenhc is small. However, a certain degree of th
PE attenuation can still be observed at frequencyv.vsc if
v,vac @Figs. 6~a! and ~b!# at the eigenfrequencies of th
flexible panel. Also, the frequency at which this sharp fall
PE attenuation occurs is lower thanvsc for a strongly
coupled system~largehc!. A plateau of high PE attenuatio
can also be observed for smallw at v,vsc .

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the attenuation of PE under
potential energy control with a pure active force actuator
the center of the flexible panel and a pure acoustic con
source at (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3), respectively, at frequency 0.2vac ,
vac , 2.4vac , and 3vac . Active vibration control produces

t

FIG. 5. Variation of total acoustic potential energy withhc andw at differ-
ent forcing frequencies.~a! 0.2vac ; ~b! vac ; ~c! 2.4vac ; ~d! 3vac . Primary
external plane source atu5p/6 anda5p/4. All data presented are in dB
ref 10212 Nm.

FIG. 6. Variation of total acoustic potential energy attenuation withhc and
w under potential energy control using hybrid control system at differ
forcing frequencies.~a! 0.2vac ; ~b! vac ; ~c! 2.4vac ; ~d! 3vac . Primary
external plane source atu5p/6 and a5p/4; acoustic control source a
(Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3); force actuator at (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx3).
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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similar results as those under the hybrid control~Fig. 6!.
However, the high PE attenuation observed atv50.2vac

falls rapidly asv increases towardsvac . The control only
becomes effective at the eigenfrequencies of the flex
panel in the cavity-controlled modes whenv5vac , as
shown in Fig. 7~b!. For pure acoustic control~Fig. 8!, high
attenuation of PE can also be found at frequencyv.vsc

besides the plateau of PE attenuation at smallerhc and w
pairs forv<vac . The acoustic control source is less effe
tive to control the panel-controlled modes atvsc near tow
55 andw51 as shown in Figs. 8~a! and ~b!, respectively.
Only slight attenuation of PE can be found at higher frequ
cies@Figs. 8~c! and~d!#. Therefore, the pure acoustic contr
source is effective at frequencies less thanvac except atvsc .
Comparing the results shown in Figs. 6–8, it is found t
the pure acoustic control can provide reasonable acoustic
tential energy attenuation in the practical range ofw andhc

~Table I!, especially at low forcing frequency, despite its sim
plicity of construction. This better performance of the pu
acoustic control is anticipated, as the higher structural mo
of a weak panel structure are poorly excited by a plane w
as a result of modal filtering. However, this plane wave
citation is common in practical building noise transmissi
problems. A typical example of it is the noise emitted by
distant source transmitted into a room through the w

FIG. 7. Variation of total acoustic potential energy attenuation withhc and
w under potential energy control using purely vibration control
(0.5Lx1,0.5Lx3) at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.2vac ; ~b! vac ; ~c!
2.4vac ; ~d! 3vac . Primary external plane source atu5p/6 anda5p/4.

FIG. 8. Variation of total acoustic potential energy attenuation withhc and
w under potential energy control using purely acoustic control sourc
(Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3) at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.2vac ; ~b! vac ; ~c!
2.4vac ; ~d! 3vac . Primary external plane source atu5p/6 anda5p/4.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S. K. La
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structures of building fabrics. Therefore, only this control
investigated in the rest of the paper.

B. Total potential energy under different control
algorithms

Using the same external plane wave and the acou
control source configuration as shown in Fig. 2, a sin
sensor was placed in five discrete locations within the en
sure for five control simulations. These five locations we
equally spaced along a diagonal line between the po
(0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3) and (0.1Lx1,0.1Lx2,0.9Lx3) close to
the ceiling. At least four control channels are required
measuring the three orthogonal particle velocities and
sound pressure during each energy density sensing. Det
comparisons between energy density error sensor and
microphones sensing can be found in Cazzolato.16 Global
control is then expected to be poorer for single squared p
sure sensing than for energy density sensing. However, f
compact configuration of error sensing devices required
practice, the four microphone squared pressure signals
similar, especially in the practical frequency range of bui
ing noise control. Thus, the single microphone for squa
pressure control is studied here for simplicity. Figures 9 a
10 show the attenuation of PE up to 5vac for each sensor
location withhc50.01,w51.04 andhc50.26,w55.21, re-
spectively. These combinations ofhc and w correspond to
data shown in the first and second rows of Table I for a sm
box and a room, respectively, with a 6 mmglass panel as the
transmitting wall. The calculations were done at 0.02vac in-
tervals. Also, attenuation greater than 40 dB and amplifi
tion higher than 30 dB were truncated.

It can be observed from Fig. 9 that the attenuation
total potential energy under the potential energy con
scheme is high when the frequency of the external so
wave is less thanvac . Peak attenuation of PE also occurs
some eigenfrequencies, such as 1.16vac , 1.53vac , and
2.52vac , which correspond to the~0,1,0!, ~1,1,0!, and~1,2,0!
acoustic modes, respectively. As the frequency increases
yond 3vac , the attenuation of PE is poor.

The squared pressure control at the above error se
locations gives a basically similar PE attenuation trend as
potential energy control, but significant amplifications a
observed at some frequencies. The ineffective PE attenua
at 1.53vac @the ~1,1,0! acoustic mode# shown in Fig. 9~c! is
due to the location of the error sensor being on two no
planes~the middle point of the ceiling!. Besides the spill-
overs at some eigenfrequencies, the detrimental effects o
squared pressure control at frequencies between the r
modes occur when the error sensor is located near to
region where the acoustic modes due to the secondary so
are destructively interfering with each other. These effe
are commonly found and are more significant for near fi
error sensing strategies at frequencies belowvac . Typical
examples are the large PE amplifications at the frequen
0.3vac , 0.6vac , andvac shown in Figs. 9~a!, ~b!, and ~c!,
respectively. The first detrimental effect occurs at lower f
quency when the error sensor gets closer to the secon
corner source.14 The detrimental effects become less sign
cant or can be eliminated when the error sensor is loca

t

at
931u and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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near to the corner opposite the secondary source due to
absence of destructively modal interference, as shown
Figs. 9~d! and ~e!, especially for frequency belowvac .14

The use of energy density as the cost function has
advantage of avoiding both detrimental effects and spillov
as suggested in Fig. 9, especially at frequencies belowvac

for all error sensor locations investigated. This is expec
as the energy density control system is more heavily c
strained. The particle velocities normal to the acoustica
rigid walls of the enclosure vanish, and thus the particle
locities in the three orthogonal directions are zero at a co
of the rectangular enclosure. It can also be observed tha
performance of the energy density control algorithm b
comes closer to that of the squared pressure one as the
sensor is located towards the corner opposite to the sec
ary source@Figs. 9~d! and ~e!#, which is consistent with ex-
isting literature, for example, Cazzolato.16 However, the en-
ergy density control becomes ineffective when the er
sensor is placed closer to the secondary acoustic co
source, due to the nonuniform energy density field produ
solely by the secondary source, resulting in a small seco
ary source strength as shown by Lau and Tang14 @Figs. 9~a!
and ~b!#.

FIG. 9. Variation of total acoustic potential energy attenuation with f
quency for primary acoustic source atu5p/6, a5p/4 under various error
sensor locations.~a! (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~b! (0.7Lx1,0.7Lx2,0.9Lx3);
~c! (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~d! (0.3Lx1,0.3Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~e!
(0.1Lx1,0.1Lx2,0.9Lx3). — — Potential energy control; —–— square
pressure control; —––— energy density control. Secondary sourc
(Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3); hc50.01 andw51.04.
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Basically similar results can be found for largerhc

(50.26) andw ~55.21! ~that is, stronger acoustic-panel co
pling!, as shown in Fig. 10. However, the PE at frequenc
near to 0.19vac(5vsc) is not effectively attenuated by a
the three control algorithms even though they are far be
vac and the associated secondary acoustic source streng
high @Fig. 11~a!#. This is because of the ineffective gener
tion of PE by the secondary acoustic source atvsc , as shown
in Fig. 11~b!, especially forvsc!vac . Additional detrimen-
tal effects at frequency 0.16vac are observed for the square
pressure control as shown in Fig. 10~a! @cf. Fig. 9~a!#, sug-
gesting that near field error sensing is not suitable for
squared pressure control under strong acoustic-panel
pling.

It can be seen from Figs. 9 and 10 that the attenuation
PE becomes insignificant at frequencies higher than 3vac for
all the three control algorithms discussed, while that un
the squared pressure control shows the tendency of am
cation. However, the coexistence of ‘‘quiet zones’’ and ‘‘am
plification zones’’ is possible within an enclosure under t
active control. Sometimes, a large global increase of
sound pressure level may occur when the quiet zones
improperly forced by the control scheme. Also, the sou
field inside an enclosure is expected to be nonuniform.

-

at

FIG. 10. Variation of total acoustic potential energy attenuation with f
quency for primary acoustic source atu5p/6, a5p/4 under various error
sensor locations.~a! (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~b! (0.7Lx1,0.7Lx2,0.9Lx3);
~c! (0.5Lx1,0.5Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~d! (0.3Lx1,0.3Lx2,0.9Lx3); ~e!
(0.1Lx1,0.1Lx2,0.9Lx3). Secondary source at (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3); hc50.26 and
w55.21. Legends are the same as those in Fig. 9.
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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sides, the attenuation of sound pressure at all points insid
enclosed space is not necessary from the building serv
engineer’s point of view, as only some portions of an e
closed space will be occupied by people. The creation
appropriate quiet zones is therefore more important. For
ample, it is desirable to produce quiet zones at no
sensitive areas inside an enclosure, to reduce the impa
noise on workers in a plantroom. Also, the quiet zone in fr
of the walls will help to reduce the direct sound transmissi
An understanding of the actual sound field under active c
trol of sound transmission, especially at the low frequen
range, is required for a detailed description of the effecti
ness of the control algorithms.

V. VISUALIZATION OF SOUND ATTENUATION

As mentioned previously, the evaluation of a sound fi
under active control is of practical importance due to
limitation of the potential energy analysis. The visualizati
of a sound field inside the enclosure is decisive in the ev
ation of the performance of the active control of sound, a
gives an idea of the distributions of the quiet and amplifi
tion zones, as well as the degree of their effects in the en
sure. In the present investigation, the numerical mode
divided into 21321321 uniform grid points throughout th
enclosure, and the attenuation of the sound pressure
~SPL! is found from the difference between the calculat
SPL before and after activating the acoustic second
source by using Eq.~5!.

Figure 12~a! shows the SPL attenuation atv50.3vac

inside the enclosure withhc50.01 andw51.04 under the
potential energy control. It can be observed that a high glo
reduction of SPL can be achieved at all points inside
enclosure. The peak quiet zone is located between the ce
of the enclosure and the flexible panel (x2/Lx250). Such
high global reductions of SPL are also found at even low
frequencies. Atv50.7vac , amplification zones appear ne
to the secondary source and on thex1 –x3 wall on the side
of the secondary source as shown in Fig. 12~b!, though there
is an attenuation of PE at this frequency~Fig. 9!. The corre-

FIG. 11. ~a! Secondary source strength of potential energy control for
mary acoustic source atu5p/6, a5p/4 and secondary source a
(Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3). ~b! Total potential energy of acoustic source strength
unity at (Lx1 ,Lx2 ,Lx3). All data presented are in dB ref 10212 Nm.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S. K. La
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sponding major quiet zone is found at the corner opposite
the acoustic control source. As the frequency increases
yond 0.7vac , the quiet zones and the amplification zones
discretely distributed throughout the enclosure. At higher f
quencies, the coexistence of quiet and amplification zone
observed, while the total potential energy attenuation is
significant. An example is shown in Fig. 12~c!, where v
51.7vac ~cf. Fig. 9!. High global control of SPL can also b
found at some eigenfrequencies@for instance, atv52.5vac

as shown in Fig. 12~d!#, but the quiet zones are observed
discretely confined areas inside the enclosure. Thus, the
vious analysis of total potential energy can only effective
indicate the dominance of the quiet zones or the amplifi
tion zones. Figures 13~a! and~b! illustrate the sound pressur
distributions atv51.7vac and 2.5vac without the active
control, respectively. It can be observed that the amplifi
tion and the quiet zones under the active control do not c

-

f

FIG. 12. Attenuation of SPL under potential energy control for prima
source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.3vac ; ~b!
0.7vac ; ~c! 1.7vac ; ~d! 2.5vac . Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); hc

50.01 andw51.04.
933u and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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lapse with the nodal planes. No nodal plane is obser
within the enclosure forv,vac . The magnitude of the
sound field decreases at increased distance from the fle
panel wall.

Detrimental effects appear at some frequencies unde
squared pressure control scheme as discussed before. T
due to the destructive interference of acoustic modes at
location of the error sensor.14 A large increase of SPL
throughout the enclosure can also be observed except a
location of the error sensor (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3), as
shown in Fig. 14~a! at v50.3vac @one of the detrimenta
effects shown in Fig. 9~a!#. Quiet zones reappear atv
50.7vac , as shown in Fig. 14~b!. For increasing frequency
beyond vac , the quiet zones at the position of the err
sensor quickly shrink in size, except at some acoustic m
frequencies as mentioned earlier. Detrimental effects are
observed at higher frequencies, resulting in a nearly glo
amplification @Fig. 14~c!#. In addition, discrete quiet zone
and amplification zones occur as frequency increases be
2vac . A typical example is shown in Fig. 14~d!, with v
52.9vac .

The resultant SPL attenuation maps under the ene
density control are similar to those under the squared p
sure control, especially under remote error sensing. H
ever, it is observed that the energy density control has
benefit of providing a more uniform SPL attenuation at m
frequencies, and avoiding the occurrence of large locali
attenuation in the expense of large sound amplification
other locations. Since there is no significant attenuation p
duced by the energy density control due to small optim
secondary source strength for the error sensor near to
secondary source at frequency below 0.7vac , the corre-
sponding sound attenuation patterns are not discussed.

Figure 15 illustrates some examples of the SPL atten
tion maps obtained under the energy density control w
hc50.01 and w51.04. The error sensor is located

FIG. 13. SPL for primary source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing
frequencies.~a! 1.7vac ; ~b! 2.5vac . hc50.01 andw51.04. All data pre-
sented are in dB ref 231025 N/m2.
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(0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3). It can be observed from Fig. 15~a!
that the energy density control can provide SPL attenua
globally at 0.7vac , while both the potential energy and th
squared pressure controls produce amplification zones in
the enclosure@Figs. 12~b! and 14~b!#. The energy density
control produce much less amplification of PE and SPL
side the enclosure at the frequencies of detrimental eff
than the squared pressure control as shown in Fig. 1~b!
(v51.7vac). Again the amplification and the quiet zones d
not collapse with the SPL nodal planes shown in Fig. 13

For a stronger cavity-panel coupling system~hc50.26
and w55.21!, though the attenuation of PE is small atv
50.2vac ~Fig. 10!, global control of sound field and a quie
zone near to the secondary source under the potential en
control are still achievable as shown in Fig. 16~a!. For fre-
quencies belowvac , except for those near to 0.19vac ,
wider quiet zone compared to that in Fig. 12~a! can be ob-

FIG. 14. Attenuation of SPL under squared pressure control for prim
source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.3vac ; ~b!
0.7vac ; ~c! 1.7vac ; ~d! 2.9vac . Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); error
sensor,>, at (0.9Lx,0.9Ly,0.9Lz); hc50.01 andw51.04.
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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served with a stronger structural-acoustic coupled system
shown in Fig. 16~b! (v50.3vac). The sound field pattern is
similar to the previous system withhc50.01 andw51.04 as
frequency increases, especially forv.2vac ~not shown
here!.

Figure 17~a! shows the SPL attenuation under t
squared pressure control with near field error sensing
(0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3), with hc50.26, w55.21 and v
50.3vac @one of the detrimental effects shown in Fi
10~a!#. Amplification of SPL can be observed throughout t
enclosure, except at the error sensor location, but it is m
alleviated @cf. Fig. 14~a!# for the present stronger couple
system. For the remote error sensor

FIG. 15. Attenuation of SPL under energy density control for prima
source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.7vac ; ~b!
1.7vac . Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); error sensor, >, at
(0.9Lx,0.9Ly,0.9Lz); hc50.01 andw51.04.

FIG. 16. Attenuation of SPL under potential energy control for prima
source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.2vac ; ~b!
0.3vac . Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); hc50.26 andw55.21.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S. K. La
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(0.1Lx1,0.1Lx2,0.9Lx3), higher SPL attenuation can be ob
tained at 0.3vac @as shown in Fig. 17~b!# under the squared
pressure control compared with Fig. 17~a!. Energy density
control eliminates large amplification of sound pressures
near field error sensing at the frequencies of the detrime
effects, as shown in Fig. 17~c!. In most cases studied, there
an inherent tendency for the squared pressure control to
vide a high level of SPL attenuation at the error sensor lo
tions, at the expense of SPL amplification at other are
resulting in highly nonuniform noise attenuation, while th
energy density control tends to minimize both potent
~acoustic pressure! and kinetic~acoustic pressure gradient t
a certain extent! energy density at error sensor locations a
thus gives a more uniform control of sound field, especia
at the frequency of detrimental effects as illustrated in Fi

FIG. 17. Attenuation of SPL under squared pressure and energy de
control algorithms for primary source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at 0.3vac . ~a!
Squared pressure control, error sensor at (0.9Lx,0.9Ly,0.9Lz); ~b! squared
pressure control, error sensor at (0.1Lx,0.1Ly,0.9Lz); ~c! energy density
control, error sensor at (0.9Lx,0.9Ly,0.9Lz); ~d! energy density control, er-
ror sensor at (0.1Lx,0.1Ly,0.9Lz); secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); hc

50.26 andw55.21.>: error sensor location.
935u and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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17~a! and ~c!. The resultant sound field under the ener
density control with a remote error sensor is similar to t
under the squared pressure control. Figure 17~d! gives a typi-
cal example of this phenomenon.

Snyder and Hansen24 suggested that the optimum err
microphone locations are the points of minimum sound pr
sure in the optimally controlled residual sound field crea
by a vibrating panel, while Ruckman and Fuller25 proposed
the locations to be at the antinodes of a vibrating cylindri
shell. Their studies evaluated the performance of active c
trol in a free field. However, the problem becomes mo
complicated when the active sound transmission control
side an enclosure is concerned. Confusion exists betwee
nodal points and the points of minimum sound pressure
der optimum control. In addition, different system perfo
mance may be found when the error sensing is done at
antinodes of sound pressure inside an enclosure~for ex-
ample, see Figs. 9 and 10!. Also, both the nodes and antin
odes inside the enclosure cannot be easily predicted for
quencies other that the eigenfrequencies. For all the c
investigated in the present study, it is observed that forc
the quiet zone by the squared pressure control with e
sensor located at the amplification zones or areas of low
attenuation under the potential energy control will increa
SPL at other areas adversely. A typical example is show
Fig. 17~a!, where the error sensor is located near to the po
of minimum SPL attenuation under the potential energy c
trol @Fig. 16~b!#. In turn, placing the error sensor near to t
peak quiet zones of potential energy control results in m
better performance of global control effectiveness@Fig.
17~b!#. Though the present finding is obtained in an enc
sure, it appears in line with those of free field control24

Similar results can be obtained for other combinations ou
anda.

In general, the acoustic energy density field is more u
form than the sound field inside the enclosure. Thus,
performance of the energy density control is less depen
on the error sensor locations than the squared pressure
trol. This has been proved by Parkinset al.18 through an
investigation of node structures. However, unsatisfactory
ergy density control and squared pressure control may
be found in some areas of nonuniform energy density fi
inside the enclosure, besides the nodal volumes.14 Figure 18
shows the attenuation of the energy density inside the en
sure under the potential energy control at 0.7vac and 1.7vac

with hc50.01 andw51.04. Large amplification of energ
densities at the positions near to the secondary acou
source can be observed for all cases in the present study
to the secondary acoustic source.14 While the energy density
fields inside most areas in the enclosure are uniform~Fig.
19!, the high energy density at (0.9Lx1,0.9Lx2,0.9Lx3) low-
ers the performance of the energy density control as sh
previously in Figs. 9~a! and 10~a! if the error sensor is lo-
cated there. Placing the error sensor, for instance,
(0.1Lx1,0.1Lx2,0.9Lx3), which is the location of high energ
density attenuation under the potential energy control~Fig.
18!, produces better PE attenuation@Figs. 9~e! and 10~e!# and
sound field control@Fig. 17~d!# under the energy density e
ror sensing scheme.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates the effectiveness of active c
trol of sound transmission into a slightly damped rectangu
enclosed space. The performance of three different con
algorithms, namely the potential energy control, the squa
pressure control, and the energy density control, are inve
gated and compared in terms of the overall potential ene
attenuation and the resultant sound pressure level attenu
patterns. A compact matrix formulation of the analytic
steady-state solution under the energy density control is
rived based on the application of the impedance-mobi

FIG. 18. Attenuation of energy density under potential energy control
primary source atu5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a!
0.7vac ; ~b! 1.7vac . Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); hc50.01 andw
51.04.

FIG. 19. Energy density under potential energy control for primary sourc
u5p/6, a5p/4 at different forcing frequencies.~a! 0.7vac ; ~b! 1.7vac .
Secondary source at (Lx ,Ly ,Lz); hc50.01 andw51.04. All data presented
are in dB ref 10212 N/m2.
. K. Lau and S. K. Tang: Active transmission control for an enclosure
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approach to a fully structural-acoustic coupled system. T
frequency range in the present study extends to five times
first eigenfrequency of the enclosure.

Two control categories are classified in the potential
ergy analysis. One is for the case where the first eigen
quency of the acoustic~cavity! mode is less than that of th
structural~panel! mode, while the other is the opposite. F
both categories, high potential energy attenuation under
tential energy control can be achieved for driving frequen
below the first resonance frequency of the structural mo
while for the latter, acoustic control source is also effective
the frequency beyond this structural mode frequency, bu
ineffective at this frequency. Active vibration control
shown to be ineffective in the cavity-controlled modes.

It is shown that both quiet zones and amplification zon
are created under all the control algorithms investigated,
cept at frequencies far below the first eigenfrequency of
cavity. High global reduction of the sound level can also
obtained at some acoustic eigenfrequencies under the p
tial energy control, but the quiet zones are discrete. In g
eral, the potential energy control gives the best performa
among the control algorithms studied, but it is difficult
implement.

Detrimental effects have been observed under
squared pressure control of sound transmission due to
inherent destructive modal interference at the position of
error sensor. At the frequencies of the detrimental effe
extremely localized sound attenuation with global amplific
tion of the sound level is found. This adverse effect can
alleviated by remote error sensing or by applying the ene
density control. The energy density control has the advan
of fewer detrimental effects than squared pressure contro
is ineffective for near field sensing due to nonuniform ene
density near to the secondary source. However, the en
density control can eliminate the disadvantages of both
rimental effects and spillovers, and can provide a more u
form attenuation of sound pressures. For remote error s
ing strategy, the squared pressure and the energy de
controls give similar resultant sound fields.

Sound and energy density fields under the potential
ergy control give the preferential error sensor locations
the creation of quiet zones under the squared pressure
energy density controls, which cannot be found from
potential energy analysis of previous studies. Forcing
quiet zones of the squared pressure and energy density
trols at the amplification zones of the potential energy c
trol has adverse effects on the sound attenuation, resultin
ineffective active sound transmission control. Also, ma
mum performance of active control can be found when
error sensor is located at the peak quiet zones and pea
ergy density attenuation zones under the potential ene
control for the squared pressure and the energy density
trols respectively.

To conclude, the results obtained in the present st
address some issues which, to the knowledge of the auth
are not fully addressed by the existing literature. They sh
clearly the inadequacy of the use of the total potential aco
tic energy as a measure of three-dimensional active so
transmission control performance, especially when the d
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001 S. K. La
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ing frequency is higher than the first eigenfrequency of
enclosure. Large global increase of sound field is obser
when localized quiet zones are improperly forced. This c
hardly be indicated in the traditional potential energy atte
ation plots. This paper also suggests an analysis of the gl
and local effectiveness of active sound transmission con
using visualization of the sound field in conjunction with th
total acoustic potential energy attenuation. Besides, it
shown that the optimal error sensor locations for the squa
pressure and energy density controls can then be found f
the resultant sound fields and energy density fields under
potential energy control scheme, respectively. Moreover,
illustrated that the acoustic control source is worthwhile
practical use, especially for active sound transmission c
trol. Finally, it is found that in general, for stronge
structural-acoustic coupling systems, wider quiet zones
alleviated detrimental effects can be found compared w
the weak structural-acoustic coupling systems. A more
tailed investigation concerning the effects of the strength
structural-acoustic coupling on the performance of act
control would be worthwhile.
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